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Department of Global
Innovation Studies
(GINOS)

Fostering the spirit of philosophy that
forms the basis of a dialogue
with people and ecosystem
in various parts of the
earth, and developing
horizontal and
solidarity oriented
global talents

Creating
innovation in social
systems and
developing it in local
communities
Department of
Regional Development
Studies (RDS)
Resolving issues in a variety of regions
and contributing to their self-sustained
growth through bottom-up development.
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Department of Global
Innovation Studies (GINOS)

Fostering the spirit of the philosophy that forms the basis of
dialogue with people in various parts of the world, and developing
lateral-thinking global talent

1 Travel

Point

Point

In this globalized society, we are faced with various issues, including economic disparities, the aggravation of
environmental problems, the depletion of natural resources, and the acceleration of conflicts. The world desperately
requires innovation in various systems supporting our society. Furthermore, innovation in cultures and values behind the
systems is also strongly desired.
Our world involves multifarious contexts, including culture, society, economics, history, and the environment. The
Department of Global Innovation Studies (GINOS) educates students to acquire the ability to take action to resolve
issues while understanding and respecting these contexts, and working together with diverse people with different
backgrounds. For the period of one year starting from the latter half of their sophomore year, students are required to
take part in a study abroad program, which is implemented as an exchange program, in principle. Destinations are
varied, including Europe, North America, and Asia. Universities to study at have been selected not by third parties, but
directly by our faculty members through on-site inspections and direct
negotiations. Different students are assigned to different destinations to the
best extent possible, providing students with an English-speaking
environment in which they can immerse themselves in their studies.
In addition to the one-year study abroad program, we also provide students
with various other opportunities to“travel”from right after university
entrance. For example,“Learning Journey to Experience Innovation”is a
program in which students actually visit other countries to make businessmodel/policy proposals through numerous dialogues with experts, Besides
these programs, many other“travel”options are available.

2 Play

Point

Although English language skills are required, it is not necessary to be good at using English. It is essential to be fond of
learning and using English, as well as communicating with people. A forward-looking attitude is also indispensable.
Many staff members dedicated to English education take responsibility for educating you in an environment where you
can use English every day. Therefore, your English proficiency will surely improve.
Classes are divided by skill level according to the four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing), and also
by class type, for example, debate, presentation, and negotiation classes. This enables us to educate students so that
they acquire well-balanced English language skills. In addition, by monitoring the progress and personality of each
student, we can propose a tailor-made English learning menu. Furthermore, various other services, including counseling
for studying abroad, support for document creation, and career counseling, are available on demand at our one-stop
laboratory services for English study“GINOS Studio,”where full-time staff
members are always ready to provide services with reasonable care.
For communication, oral presentation skills sufficient to express yourself are
vital. Success in oral presentations depends on how good you can“act”
while understanding various contexts. To enhance creativity for context
understanding and issue resolution, a practical seminar called“English Public
Speaking through Acting Training”is taken by all students. Simulations of
various situations, ranging from global dispute settlement to international
business, enable students to acquire high-level practical skills useful even
after graduation.

Department of Global Innovation Studies
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― Travel, Play, Dialogue ―

3 Dialogue

It is expected that students will have keen interest in various issues in the globalized society, and acquire the ability to
take action to resolve issues by putting their dialogue skills to full use in the fields of international business and
collaboration. This can be achieved through the one-year study abroad program,“travel”to overseas bases for leadingedge innovation, and our learning environment in which thirty percent of the students are from overseas.
New-age innovation is achieved through dialogue among Knowledge Angels. The term“Knowledge Angels”refers to
authentic global human resources who can provide advanced knowledge and skills beyond the boundaries of
organizations, companies, and nations, and at the same time, further improve their own knowledge and skills through
the provision of their expertise. Even in this era of protectionism, or rather, precisely because we are in such times, our
society requires global Knowledge Angels who can have dialogue beyond organizational and national boundaries.
To establish dialogue by making innovation happen as one of the global Knowledge Angels regardless of where you are
in the world, you need to have wide-ranging knowledge with
flexibility and depth. GINOS students are expected to have a
good grasp of the overall view of the global system by taking
courses in the Global System Field in the beginning. After
gaining such overview, students select a body of knowledge as
they see fit by considering which field they want to mainly
engage in, the International Business or International
Collaboration field. In addition to these, courses in the fields of
Liberal Arts and Regional Development Studies provide a good
grounding. Needless to say, knowledge for dialogue should be
acquired through dialogue. To enable students to absorb
“active”knowledge that can be used at any time, the latest
active learning methods are applied. The simulation of situations
in which knowledge is actually used, and internship programs,
also help students acquire active knowledge. GINOS brings
innovation to human resource development methods as well.

Toyo University was founded by Enryo Inoue, known as a“Traveling Founder.”Traveling around the world three
times, Enryo spoke of the need to apply philosophy to social education, in like manner with Fukuzawa Yukichi’s
jitsugaku (practical learning).
Espousing Enryo’s philosophy, GINOS opened based on the three concepts of“Travel,”
“Play,”and“Dialogue,”
providing students with a brand new canvas.
Let’s draw your dream on a spotlessly white canvas together.

Department of Global Innovation Studies
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Features of GINOS
Human resources that GINOS aims to develop

Travel

Global Systems Fields:

Educating human resources for innovation in cooperation with overseas institutions
Learning Journey to Experience Innovation
An overseas study program is held to enable students to experience innovation by touring partner universities, which
boast quality education regarding innovation, in different countries, including Strasbourg (France), Florence (Italy),
Mondragon (Spain), and Bilbao (Spain). Furthermore, in conjunction with a practical entrepreneur training program held
at Mondragon University, we offer a new type of education to develop human resources for innovation.
Study abroad program for Japanese students
Universities in various countries, including the United States, the United Kingdom, Italy, Australia, Austria, the
Netherlands, Canada, Sweden, Spain, Germany, Finland, France, Lithuania, Thailand, Taiwan, China, and Malaysia, are
possible destinations.

Globalization and Japan, Global Society and Structures of
Governance, Global Financial System, Asian Economic
Development and Japan, Sustainable Global Innovations, etc.

Our Core
Fields and
Studies

International Business Fields:

International Media Studies, Multicultural Society
and International Organizations, International
Social Contributions, Education from International
Comparative Perspectives, Science, Technology and
Society, Globalization and Japanese Cultures, etc.

Regional Development Studies:

Play

Courses related to development, comparative culture, regional policies, and the environment
in specialized courses offered by the Department of Regional Development Studies

Practical seminars to build creativity
Dramatic improvement in English communication skills through thoroughly individualized English education
Many staff members dedicated to English education take responsibility for educating you in an environment where you
can use English every day.
Classes are divided by skill level according to the four language skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing), and also
by class type, for example, debate, presentation, and negotiation classes. This enables us to educate students so that
they acquire well-balanced English language skills. In addition, we monitor the progress and personality of each student.
English Public Speaking through Acting Workshop
For communication, making your opinion understood is more important than giving your opinion. In this workshop,
acting workshop methods and theatrical techniques are used to allow students to experience the circulation of
communication by using every part of the body.

Specialized courses are offered in three fields of studies. The first is the Global System Field, in which students

understand the system of globalization and learn social changes associated with globalization and its impacts. The
second is the International Business Field, which deals with the systems and features of business developing across

several countries and regions and how companies and entrepreneurs should operate in the international business
environment. The third is the International Collaboration Field, which provides knowledge related to cooperation and

collaboration across countries and regions through the exchange of people, goods, and information. Students enhance
their professional knowledge through small group-based active lectures and seminars.

Dialogue

●

All classes are taught in English!!

●

Study English ➡ Study in English
It is not necessary to be good at using English! Our thorough English education, which varies depending on the
proficiency level of a student, improves your English language skills so that you can study in English.
Acquisition of knowledge for dialogue through dialogue, i.e. active learning
The means to acquire knowledge for dialogue is dialogue. To enable students to absorb“active”knowledge that can
be used at any time, the latest active learning methods are applied. The simulation of situations in which knowledge is
actually used, and internship programs, also help students acquire active knowledge.
Japanese students study abroad for one year!!
Study in your area of specialization in North America, Europe, or Asia!
The use of the exchange program system exempts students from extra tuition for the university abroad, in principle.  
*Students study abroad from summer of their sophomore year to spring of their junior year.

Images
of future
careers

●

Working for an international company
that runs a global business
Founding an international company or
NGO
Working as an international consultant
for a government or i nternational
company

●

●

●

●

International Business Fields

Working for the United Nations or other
international organization
Working for an organization associated
with international cooperation and
collaboration (administrative body,
NPO, etc.)
Working as a journalist and playing an
active role with an international perspective
Working as an international think-tank
researcher

International Collaboration Fields

Global Systems Fields

Thirty percent of the students are from overseas
Students with cultural diversity study together. Cooperative group-work education is highly valued. Environments for
global dialogue are available every day!
For those who are interested, opportunities to live in a dormitory with international students are also available!!

your study to allow you to achieve a successful voyage. The range of possible destinations for your voyage is

GINOS Studio

international organization, an organization associated with international cooperation and collaboration (administrative

Improvement in practical skills

By mainly using a project-based learning method that meets various needs, we offer small-group classes so as to help
students engage in practical activities.
To respond to various needs of students, we provide students with support at a facility called“GIONS studio.”

Department of Global Innovation Studies
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International Collaboration Fields:

Multinational Corporations and Market
Systems, Global Strategic Management and
Merger and Acquisition, Global Financial
Systems: Diversity or Convergence, Role of
Entrepreneurs in Creating Social Value, etc.

Faculty of Global and Regional Studies

Your voyage in high spirits as an ambition career seeker. This is what we look forward to above all else. We support

expanding, including an international company that runs a global business, the foundation of an international company

or NGO, an international consultant for a government or international company, the United Nations or other
body, NPO, etc.), a journalist playing an active role with an international perspective, and an international think-tank

researcher. We are firmly convinced of your success in your career after acquiring creativity and the ability to deliver
innovation based on the philosophy that forms the basis of dialogue with people in various parts of the world.

Department of Global Innovation Studies
Faculty of Global and Regional Studies
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Department of Global Innovation Studies
Liberal Arts Field
・Introduction to Global Studies
・Introduction to Japanese
Economy and Society

・Introduction to Global Politics
・Introduction to Journalism

・Shifts in Global System and Role
of International Organizations

Four-year Process of Learning

Global System Field
・Sustainable Global Innovations

・Global Society and Structures of
Governance

・ICT and New Industrial Revolution
・Contemporary Global Issues and Japan
・Global Financial System

・Multinational Corporations and the
Global System

・Fundamental Conditions for Economic
Development

・Public-Private Alliances in Global
Economy

・Dynamism and Standards in Global
Banking, Finance and Capital Markets

・Global Politics in the 21st Century and
International Public Goods

・Evolving Frameworks for Resolving
International Conflicts

・Asian Economic Development and Japan

・Corporate Social Responsibility and Social
Investment

・International Organizations and Global
Security

・Mechanisms for Providing International
Public Goods

・Historical Development of Global
Economy

・Special Lectures in Global SystemⅠ-Ⅲ

・Globalization and Japan

International Business Field

Core Subjects
・Introduction to Microeconomics
・Introduction to
Macroeconomics
・Introduction to Financial
Accounting
・Statistics
・Behavioral Economics
・Game Theory

・Introduction to Finance
・International Business Today
・Japanese Corporations in Asian Markets
・International Comparative Studies of
Corporate Organizations
・Financial Accounting
・Role of Entrepreneurs in Creating Social
Value

・Global Strategic Management and Merger
and Acquisition
・Entrepreneurship and Venture Businesses
・International Business Development and
Corporate Finances
・Social Solidarity Economy and Social
Enterprise
・Marketing Strategies in Globalized Market

・Global Financial Systems：Diversity or
Convergence
・Multinational Corporations and Market
Systems
・Business Ethics
・Rethinking Japanese Corporation in the
Global Economy
・IFRS and Other International Accounting
Standards
・Innovations in Organizational Structures
and Decision Making

・International Comparative Studies of
Business Revitalization Mechanism
・Assessment Systems Used in Corporate
Governance
・Innovations in Assessment and
Management of Human Resources
・Special Lectures in International Business
Ⅰ-Ⅱ

・Social Systems in International
Perspective
・Comparative Cultural Studies
・Establishing Global Standards
・Multicultural Society and International
Organizations
・Role of Media in Public Policy Formation

・International Public Opinions and
Corporate Behaviors
・Media Ethics
・Human Security
・Mechanism of International Aids
・Science, Technology and Society
・Globalization of Local Economies

・Global Competition and Intellectual
Property Rights
・International Comparative Studies in
Human Resource Development
・Commonality and Variation among Asian
Values
・Special Lectures in International
CollaborationⅠ-Ⅱ

〈Diploma Policy〉
Student are required to
acquire knowledge,
philosophy, dialogue skills,
and the capabilities to take
action, which are useful for
working as innovators in a
wide range of fields in the
global society.

International Collaboration Field

Regional Development
Studies Subjects

・Introduction to Innovation Studies
・Globalization and Japanese Cultures
・International Social Contributions
・Education from International Comparative
Perspectives
・International Media Studies

Basic
Education,

etc

First year

Second year

Seminar-based four-year learning in a cosmopolitan environment
with a domestic-international student ratio of ７：３
Enhancement of language proficiency and communication skills
・Academic Reading/Listening/Writing/ Speaking I - IV
・English for Study Aboard
・Presentation Skills
・Debating Theory, Skills & Practices
・Intercultural Communication
・Leadership communication
・Interpersonal & Persuasion/Management
・Negotiation Theory, Skills & Practices

Department of Global Innovation Studies
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・Introduction to Postmodern Thought
・Introduction to Postcolonial Thought

・Advanced Negotiation Theory & Skills
・Advanced Debating Theory & Skills
・Advanced Academic English
・Special English StudyⅠ-Ⅳ
・ICT Literacy
・JapaneseⅠA-ⅣB

Third Year

・Study SkillsⅠ&Ⅱ
・Major SeminarⅠ- Ⅳ

Fourth Year

・Research Methods
・Undergraduate Thesis

Practical activities inside and outside Japan
・Advanced JapaneseⅠA-Ⅷ
・Second Foreign Language

・Global Innovation
PracticumⅠ-Ⅴ
・Service Learning
PracticumⅠ-Ⅳ
■ Study Abroad(Domestic
Students)
(4th Semester ～ 5th
Semester)
■ Training programs in Japan
(International Students)

Creative
thinking and
the creation
of value

・InternshipⅠ-Ⅳ
・Global Issue Innovation
PracticumⅠ-Ⅳ

 Internships inside/outside Japan
■
■ Learning Journey program in
collaboration with Toyo University
partner institutions for the purpose of
educating innovative human resources
■ Practical learnings such as a role-playing
workshop which require creativity and
thought experiment on global issues.

Knowledge
about the
global society,
and the
analysis of
challenges

Achievement
of innovation
through
dialogues

Preparation for
career paths
・Global CareerⅠ-Ⅲ
Example:
Job hunting,
preparation for
graduate school,
and so on

Department of Global Innovation Studies
Faculty of Global and Regional Studies
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Department of Regional
Development Studies (RDS)
1 You Will Succeed to Become

Point

An expert who works on-site and contributes to regional development
Students acquire broad knowledge to
understand various issues facing local
communities at home and abroad from a
global perspective, and the know-how to
use such knowledge to contribute to
regional development.
Students are expected to play an active
role not only in Japan or Asian countries,
but also in various regions throughout the
world as experts who contribute to the
self-sustained growth of local communities
through development assistance and
business activities.  

Think Globally, Act Locally
• Regional Development Studies Course
•Regional Studies Course (Evening Course for only Japanese students*)

3 Your Learning at Our Department Includes

Point

Improving practical linguistic competence and
communication skills
This department aims to have students acquire practical linguistic
competence as important tools to communicate with people living in
various regions across the world and experts who are familiar with the
regions.
Regarding English learning, in addition to the provision of language courses designed to improve the four skills of
listening, speaking, reading and writing, which are required in today’s society, language training (planned to be
conducted on Cebu Island, the Philippines and in Malaysia) is also required of students. Second foreign language
courses are also offered for students to learn French, Spanish, German, Chinese, and Korean.  

Enhancing practical abilities through handson training
Students foster a better understanding of the knowledge they have gained

2 Our Learning Environment and Support Allows You To

Point

Conduct research on local communities from different perspectives and
acquire the practical ability to resolve problems

at the university and obtain applied skills by using their knowledge on-site.
They also enhance their practical ability through various on-site
experiences.
Our curriculum includes participation in research-based training, intern-ships, and volunteer activities.

Course program system
International
development

What forms the basis of studies in this
d e p a r t m e n t i s o ur p hil o s o p h y“T h i n k
Globally, Act Locally,”based on which
students are asked to see issues from a
global perspective and take concrete action
at the local level. Students understand the
society, history, lives, and values of local
communities and their various issues, and
acquire the knowledge and abilit y to
analyze such issues.
In the department, a quarterly system is
implemented, in which the academic year
is divided into four terms. Students
intensively study a wide range of courses
involved in regional research, and steadily acquire practical ability by using rich opportunities for overseas
experience, such as research-based training, long-term internships, and overseas study.  

Regional design

Comparative
culture and society

Public policies

Environment and
disaster prevention

International Relations & Development Policy Field:

Our Core
Courses

International Cooperation, International Economics, Introduction to Development Economics,
International Politics, Integrated Rural Development, etc.

Comparative Culture & Regional Research Field:

Cultural Anthropology, Human Geography, Studies of Gender, regional research for various
regions, etc.

Community & Regional Policy Field:

Urban and Regional Sociology, Community Development, Urban Planning, An Introduction to
Local Administration, Social Security, etc.

Environment, Information & Infrastructure Field:

Environmental Planning and Management, Natural Disaster and Preparation, Social Overhead
Capital, Information Management, etc.

Global Innovation Studies Field:

Specialized courses dealing with a wide range of topics are offered in four fields of study based on development
research and regional research. These topics include poverty alleviation, economic and regional planning, infrastructure,
the environment and disaster prevention, cross-cultural understanding, and comparative culture and society.
Students deepen their specialized knowledge by systematically taking a broad range of courses based on a course
program system, which consists of the following topics: international development, regional design, public policies,
comparative culture and society, and environment and disaster prevention.

* In the Regional Studies Course, courses start in the evening to provide learning opportunities for many people. The attractive features of this course
are that students can take courses similar to those offered by the Regional Development Studies Course, and that the university fees are reasonable.

Department of Regional Development Studies
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Voices of the Regional
Development Studies students
Here we share the experiences of participants in Student-led Field Study (SFS) and graduates

who participated in an internship abroad, exchange, or a seminar fieldwork program. These
are only a small fraction of all the stories from the Department’s 20-year history.

Chiharu Ogawa:

Graduated from the Department of Regional Development Studies in 2015
Company: Yamato Global Express Co., Ltd.

Participated in the United Nations Youth Volunteer Programme to work abroad
Since I was a junior high school student, I have longed to work for the United Nations, or one of the
most global organizations. In the Regional Department Studies guidance for juniors, a leaflet for
volunteer recruitment made me dare to take on a challenge. The United Nations Youth Volunteer
Programme is an internship providing the opportunity to work at a UN office in a developing country for
about half a year. Therefore, the program enables participants to have an experience closely related to
local communities. I was dispatched to Fiji to mainly do desk work associated with public relations
activities, including the creation of newsletters and leaflets. It is true that differences in culture and
values sometimes hindered the progress of work. However, it was a valuable experience for me to
learn what global work is like on the job.

By Sosatha
(From Cambodia. Enrolled in the Department of Regional Development Studies in 2009. Completed the
Master’s Program in 2014. Received the Toyo University Masajuro Shiokawa Scholarship as a highachieving student.)
Chum Reap Sour! “Hello”
(
in English) from Cambodia to international students. After my graduation
from Toyo University, I immediately returned to my home country. At present, I work for a hotel run by
my parents-in-law as a chief executive. What I learned in the Department of Regional Development
Studies may seem unrelated to my present work. In reality, however, my study in the Department has
been so helpful that I have never been in trouble at work. This is because students of the Department
of Regional Development Studies study not only regional development. The Department also provides
students with opportunities to take courses on international relations, including economics, sociology,
and cultural anthropology. In particular, the Project Design Matrix (PDM) method, which I learned in
seminars, is of great help for my present work.

Zandarmaa Dashibileg
(From Mongolia. Enrolled in the Department of Regional Development Studies in 2014. Completed the
Master’s Program in 2017. Received the Japanese Government (MEXT) Scholarship.)
Although having graduated from a university in my home country, Mongolia, I enrolled in the
Department of Regional Development Studies as a freshman. The following year, however, I was
promoted to the Master’s Program of Regional Department Studies upon consultation with the relevant
faculty members. The basic knowledge and experiences, which I acquired as an undergraduate student
during the first year, enabled me to conduct further research and study in the graduate school. At Toyo
University, students are required to study English in addition to Japanese. To help students improve
their language skills, the University provides many opportunities to have contact with English by holding
various courses and programs on campus. With also the help of many native English-speaking teachers,
I was able to improve my English language skills in a short period of time. While taking a course taught
in English in the graduate school, I was able to understand what the professor said almost perfectly. I
also wrote reports in English.

Juri Arahata: SFS Thailand

In SFS, students need to take initiative in many cases. Therefore, on-site activities not only brought me
enjoyment but also made me feel pressured. Through SFS, however, I acquired experiences and values
that can never be obtained through ordinary university life. Interactions with locals who helped my
research were also precious experiences. Prior to the SFS program, I visited Thailand, which triggered
my interest in the country. Participation in SFS increased my interest, so much so that I started taking a
Thai language course. I strongly recommend participating in SFS if you are hoping to experience
something special that you cannot obtain through ordinary university life.

Takuho Imai: SFS Thailand

In SFS Thailand, students take initiative and carry out research in collaboration with other members of
their group. Before participating in SFS, I was less willing to take action. In SFS, however, I discovered
myself, working vigorously without putting pressure on myself. The main language used for research is
English. Therefore, I succeeded in not only acquiring expertise in the field of regional development but
also in improving my English language skills. SFS is a very fruitful short-term program. If you are hoping
to discover new aspects of yourself, conduct research overseas, or have a wider circle of friends, SFS is
a worthwhile program to try.

Department of Regional Development Studies
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Hana Nishinaka:

Graduated from the Department of Regional Development Studies in 2014
Company: Mizuno Corporation

Received stimulus from a high level of global awareness in high school

When I was a high school junior, I studied abroad in Belgium, the country where my mother is from.
What stimulated me during my study was a high level of global awareness among the locals of my
generation. They were not just globally conscious but studied hard with their eyes focused on the
future. The stimulus I received then made me decide to acquire language skills and specialized
knowledge.

Research in the seminar helped me in searching for a job

Students studying in the Department of Regional Development Studies can take specialized courses in
English. Among the courses I took, the Japanese Economy and Business course taught by Professor
Yoshiaki Hisamatsu made me aware of the necessity for economic knowledge, so I enrolled in
Professor Hisamatsu’s seminar. In the seminar, I worked on a comparative financial analysis report,
comparing the businesses of two Japanese companies, Mizuno Corporation and ASICS Corporation.
Using the two companies’ securities reports from the last five years, I performed analyses on business
trends. This research also served me well in my job search in a way that enabled me to compare and
analyze companies’ securities reports.

To be a worker with an international perspective nurtured through study in France

In fall of my junior year, I went to France to study at a university as an exchange student. To participate
in the exchange program, it was required to have passed Grade 3 on the French language proficiency
test. Above and beyond this requirement, I passed the Grade Pre-2 test to acquire language skills
sufficient to take classes at the university in France. My major was the economy of the European Union.
Classes were taught mainly by using group work among students from different countries with different
values. In this situation difficult to cope with, I found myself acting as a coordinator. This experience
made me aware of one of the strong points of Japanese, the ability to do things while establishing a
collaborative relationship with other people. I hope to work in Europe in the future, but my immediate
goal is to be a worker with an international perspective by utilizing my communication skills nurtured in
my study abroad.

Yuki Okuma:

Graduated from the Department of Regional Development Studies in 2015
Company: HAMAYA Corporation

Journey to Africa for seminar fieldwork
I work for a company exporting used electric appliances to developing countries, being in charge of
tasks related to Africa, Singapore, and Bulgaria. I find my job rewarding because I can build a close
relationship with local people by not only selling products but also by visiting these countries on
business. My desire to contribute to developing countries led me to the Department of Regional
Development Studies, and my experiences in the Department, including what I learned in seminar
fieldwork, led me to what I am now. Your courageous steps forward will take you to a place where the
ideal version of yourself is waiting.

Department of Regional Development Studies
Faculty of Global and Regional Studies
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Studies Four-year Process of Learning
※ This is the learning process for Regional Development Studies Course. Please find one for Regional Studies Course on the Toyo University web site.

Social Security

International PoliticsⅠ

European Studies A

Participatory Development

MicroeconomicsⅠ

International Cooperation and
Japanese Language Teaching

Research Methodology

International Cooperation

Japanese Economy and Business

Rural Development

Interamerican Studies A

Career
Development

Introduction to Regional
Development Studies
(Freshman)

Introduction Seminar
(Freshman)

Career DesignⅠ
(Freshman)

Introduction to Data
Science (Freshman)

Project SeminarⅠ
(Freshman)

Learn English in
AbroadⅠ
Learn English in
AbroadⅡ
Learn English in AbroadⅢ
(Freshman)

Skill
Development

Environmental Planning and
Management
Introduction to International
Environmental Planning
Water Resources and Water
Environment

Global Society and Structures of
Governance
Multinational Corporations and
the Global System
Contemporary Global Issues and
Japan

Introduction to Urban Studies

Asian Cities and Transport

Introduction to Finance

Regional Industrial Policy

Energy and Resource
Management

International Comparative Studies
of Corporate Organizations

Language and
Communication

MacroeconomicsⅠ

Community and Volunteer

Level 1

Introduction to Cultural
Anthropology

Practice ･
Training

Global Innovation
Studies Field



Politics

Seminar
(Compulsory)

Environment, Information,
& Infrastructure Field



Community & Regional
Policy Field



Area Studies &
Comparative Culture Field



International Relations ＆
Development Policy Field

English

Financial Accounting
Rethinking Japanese Corporations
in the Global Economy
Globalization and Japanese
Cultures

International Economics
Japan and the World Economy

Second Foreign
Language

International Social Contributions
International Media Studies

Introduction to Development
Economics

Economic Geography

Community-Based Social Services

Agriculture and Food Problem

Urban Geography

Introduction to International
Finance

Area Studies: Asia B

International Finance

Area Studies: Middle East

MacroeconomicsⅡ

Area Studies: Africa

Civil Law

Environmental Issues in Society

MicroeconomicsⅡ

Interamerican Studies B

Regional Formation and
Development

Gender Studies

Community Development

Natural Disaster and Disaster
Risk Reduction
Information ManagementⅠ- The
basics of internet technology
Infrastructure Planning and
Management

Asian Economies
Comparative Politics
History of International Relations

Social Policy and Labor Problems
Introduction to Public
Administration
An Introduction to Local
Administration

International Cooperation and
Japanese Language Education
Urban and Regional Sociology
in Asia

Introduction to Community
Development

Cross Cultural Issues

Public Economics

Urban Planning

Solid Waste Management

Global Water Problems

International Organizations and
Global Security
Globalization and Japan
Global Strategic Management and
Merger and Acquisition
Entrepreneurship and Venture
Businesses
International Business Development
and Corporate Finances
Social Solidarity Economy and
Social Enterprise
Multinational Corporations and
Market Systems
International Comparative Studies
in Human Resource Development

Exercises in Data
Analysis
Information
Publishing

Language and
Communication

Project SeminarⅡ
(Sophomore)
Project SeminarⅢ
(Sophomore)

Career DesignⅡA
(Sophomore)
Career Design
ⅡB

SeminarⅠ
(Junior)
SeminarⅡ
(Junior)

Career DesignⅢ
(Junior)

Support Study
Abroad

Level 2

Urban and Regional SociologyⅡ



Human Geography



Disaster Recovery and
Reconstruction
Water Supply and Sanitation for
Health
Environmental Systems Analysis
and Management
Appropriate Technology for
Environmental Management

International PoliticsⅡ

Comparative Cultural Studies
Asian Economic Development
and Japan

Cities and Transport in Asia

NGO NPO Studies
Public Administration
Development and Intercultural
Understanding

Information ManagementⅡThe practice of internet technology

Evolving Frameworks for
Resolving International Conflicts

South Asian Studies

Economics of Welfare

Introduction to Databases

Human Security

Religion and Society

Business Law

National and Regional Planning

European Studies B

Theory on Community
Development

Transport and City Planning/
Policy

Regional Design
StudioⅠ
Regional Design
StudioⅡ

Land and Housing Issues

Environmental Issues in Asia

Urban and Regional Planning
in Asia

Disaster Management and
International Cooperation

Housing the Poor in Asia

Practice of Internet Technology

SeminarⅢ
(Senior)
SeminarⅣ
(Senior)

Student-led Field
StudyⅠ～Ⅳ



Faculty of Global and Regional Studies
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Economic Practices
in SocietyⅠ～Ⅳ
Internship in Information
TechnologyⅠ～Ⅳ

VolunteerⅠ～Ⅳ



Department of Regional Development Studies

InternshipⅠ～Ⅳ











Graduation Thesis

Field Study
Ⅰ～Ⅷ

Level～
3

Urban and Regional SociologyⅠ



Immigration and Cross-cultural
Issues

※ Underline：Compulsory Subjects

Department of Regional Development Studies
Faculty of Global and Regional Studies
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